1099R Forms are mailed in January of each year.
Similar to a W-2 form from an employer, the 1099-R reports your annual benefit payments for the previous year.

1099R Example:

2016

7

Gross Distribution: The gross amount of the total SPTRFA monthly benefit payments made to you during the tax year.
Taxable Amount: The portion of the Gross Distribution (Box 1) that is subject to federal and state taxes.
Federal Income Tax Withheld: Federal income tax withheld as reported to the IRS.
Employee Contributions: If you made any previously-taxed contributions to the fund, this is the amount paid as non-taxable
benefits during the tax year.
7. Distribution Code: 1: Under Age 59-1/2, no known exclusion (Generally, refunds), 2: Under Age 59-1/2, known exclusion
(Generally, annuitants), 3: Disability, 4: Death Benefit (Lump sum alternate payee/survivor/beneficiary only), 7: Normal
Distribution (for annuitants), G: Rollover (Tax-sheltered or ROTH). For annuities, the Distribution Code for alternate payees
and survivors/beneficiaries is inherited from the decedent.
9b. Total Employee Contributions: If you made any previously-taxed contributions to the fund, this is the balance yet to be paid to
you (on an IRS-defined timetable) as non-taxable benefits.
1.
2a.
4.
5.

State Tax Withheld: Minnesota income tax withheld as reported to the MN Dept of Revenue. Taxes for other states cannot be
withheld.
State Payer's No.: SPTRFA MN Tax Identification Number

I received two 1099-R forms because I turned 59-1/2 during the tax year. Why—and what does this mean?
In the tax year in which you turn 59-1/2, you will receive two 1099–R forms from us, as the IRS requires that we identify
and distinguish between payments that are made to you when you are under age 59-1/2, and payments that are made to
you when you are over age 59-1/2. Accordingly, please note:
Each form will be different: One will reflect the amount totals for the months that you were under age 59-1/2, and will
have a distribution code of 2 in Box 7; the other will reflect the amount totals for the month in which you turn 59-1/2 as
well as for the following month(s) that you were over age 59-1/2, and have a distribution code of 7 in Box 7.
You will need both forms to determine your tax reporting information for the year: To get your annual totals,
simply add the different amounts on the two forms. For example, to determine the total amount that you received from
the SPTRFA for the year, add the figure in “Box 1, Gross distribution,” on one form to the figure in “Box 1, Gross
distribution,” on the other.

